
TelScale RestComm is a next generation Cloud Communications Platform to rapidly build
voice,  video,  fax and rich messaging applications,  using mainstream web development
skills. TelScale RestComm opens new revenue streams for service providers by exposing
SS7 and  SIP network  assets  to  application  developers  via  simple  and  powerful  APIs.
TelScale RestComm supports WebRTC natively and is capable of bridging legacy assets
to WebRTC applications.

POWERFUL APPLICATIONS WAITING TO BE BUILT

CUSTOMER CARE NOTIFICATIONS
Tell your customers when their shipment is
ready, package is delivered, or bill is due all
in  one line of  code.  SMS is  sent  through
your  specified  carrier  network  or  SMS
Provider.

SECURITY VERIFICATION
Associate a phone number with an account
or  send  temporary  SMS  one-time-
passwords to users’ phones during signup
and add an additional layer of security to
web logins.
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CLOUD IVRs
Build IVRs integrated with your apps easily
and modify them on the fly by adding SMS,
new  call  trees,  call  routing  options,
greetings and much more all on the fly. 

CALL CENTERS
TelScale  RestComm  lets  you build  a  call
center integrated to your systems allowing
for  usage  of  your  data  to  control  call
queuing  and  routing.  Record  and  Store
customer calls for training agents later.

CONFERENCING
Build Conference Bridges on the fly, select
a moderator, chose your hold music, setup
a security code and much more.

KEY FEATURES & BENEFITS

OPEN SOURCE
The Software is Open Source,  giving you
the  freedom to  understand  the  code  and
customize  it  to  your  enterprise  needs
freeing you from costly vendor lock-in.

INTELLIGENT COMMUNICATIONS
TelScale  RestComm  lets  you  use  any
standard web languages to build Voice, Fax
and  SMS applications.  It  exposes  Carrier
Networks  through a  clean  and  powerful
web API

SIMPLE AND EFFECTIVE REST APIs
TelScale RestComm provides two ways to
integrate Communications Capabilities into
your application : 
-  RestML:  a set  of  instructions  to instruct
TelScale RestComm on what to do when an
incoming call or SMS is received to create
interactive voice, fax and SMS applications.
-  TelScale  RestComm  REST  API  allows
query  meta-data  about  accounts,  phone
numbers,  calls,  text  messages,  and
recordings.  It  gives  access  to  the  set  or
RestML Instructions for  initiating outbound
calls, send text messages and much more.

EXTENSIVE FEATURE SET
DID Provisioning,  Convert  Text  to Speech
and  Play  Audio,  Record  Calls  and  Store
them,  Voice  Conferencing,  Call  Queuing,
Speech Recognition, Fax, SMS

CLOUD READY
TelScale  RestComm  is  built  from  the
ground  up  to  be  deployed  and  scaled  in
public,  private  or  hybrid  Cloud
environments.  It  makes  the  exposed  API
always  available  and  auto-scale  to  meet
your needs and demands

EXTENSIBLE AND FLEXIBLE 
PLATFORM
TelScale  RestComm  features  a  powerful
and flexible set of pluggable providers for
its core services (SMS, PSTN Termination,
TTS  and  ASR)  allowing  to  interconnect
TelScale  RestComm  with  any  core  IN  or
IMS  network  or  with  any  cloud  based
providers.

SIP/IMS INTEROPERABILITY
TelScale  RestComm  has  been  integrated
as  a  Telephony  Application  Server  in  the
IMS  Core  Network  and  allows  you  to
interoperate  and  interconnect  with  any
SIP/IMS Based systems or endpoints and
expose your IMS assets in a simple way.

CARRIER GRADE PERFORMANCE
TelScale RestComm platform is built on top
of the industry leading TelScale Sip Servlets
Container  and  TelScale  Media  Server
providing the robustness, performance and
scalability  these  platforms  are  already
known to deliver.
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LICENSING & SERVICES

To learn more about  licensing options and professional services offered please send an
email to sales@telestax.com.

About TeleStax

TeleStax enables Telecommunication Service Providers and Enterprises to create scalable
communication  applications  based  on  Open  Source  and  Open  Standards.  TeleStax
provides Open Source Communications software and services that facilitate the shift from
legacy SS7 based IN networks to IP based LTE and IMS networks hosted on private (on-
premise),  hybrid  or  public  clouds.  TeleStax  products  include  JSLEE,  SS7  Resource
Adaptors,  SIP  Servlets,  Rich   Multimedia   Services,  Presence  Services/RCS,
Diameter/AAA Services, XMPP Services, REST, WebRTC and others.

About TelScaleTM 

TeleStax Enterprise Edition: TelScaleTM is built upon the open source core platform and a
suite of additional management products, high availability and fault tolerance features that
allow Enterprises and Service Providers to implement the most reliable, scalable and high
performing cloud communications solutions available.
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